Expressions of interest: Leading Works in Health Law and Ethics

Sara Fovargue (Lancaster) and Craig Purshouse (Leeds) have secured a contract to edit a collection of essays (Leading Works in Health Law and Ethics) as part of Routledge’s Analysing Leading Works in Law series, which is edited by Russell Sandberg.

In this collection they seek to explore, assess and evaluate the development of Health Law and Ethics scholarship and to consider its potential future development by focusing upon ‘leading works’ in the subject. Emma Cave (Durham), Beverley Clough (Leeds), Judy Laing (Bristol), José Miola (Leeds) and Stephen Smith (Cardiff) are amongst the agreed contributors.

Sara and Craig are keen to involve scholars across the academy (legal and (bio)ethical) and at all career stages (including PhD students) in this project. They are keen for interested scholars to get in touch with them to discuss possible contributions.

If you are interested in contributing to this project or simply want to know more, please contact Sara (s.fovargue@lancaster.ac.uk) and Craig (c.j.purshouse@leeds.ac.uk) by the end of November 2020.